
Pedigree View from 
Nieves Luna, my 3rd

great grandfather.

Jose Nieves Luna (Vetancurt is a second last name –
not directly relevant for this case)



3rd Great Grandfather – Jose Nieves Luna BIRTH 
REGISTRATION

Jose Nieves Luna’s parents were Gabriel Luna and 
Francisca Martinez. Paternal grandparents were Nieves 
Luna (passed away) and Juana Mancillas. Maternal 
grandparents were Teodocio Martinez and Silveria 
Gonzalez. Jose Nieves Luna was born on 28 April 1882 in 
Montemorelos, Nuevo Leon.

From the 
“demarcation 
of Cisneros”, 
falling within 
this 
municipality’s 
boundaries



3rd Great Grandfather – Jose Nieves Luna BAPTISMAL RECORD
Jose Nieves Luna’s parents were Gabriel Luna and Francisca Martinez. Paternal grandparents were Nieves 
Luna and Juana Mancillas. Maternal grandparents were Teodocio Martinez and Silveria Gonzalez. Jose 
Nieves Luna was born on 28 April 1882 in Montemorelos, Nuevo Leon.

***Precise village they 
are from***



“From the 
demarcation of 
Cisneros” or from 
the boundaries of 
Cisneros – most 
likely a municipality

All birth registrations, 
death registrations, 
marriage registrations, 
baptisms, etc., took place 
in San Mateo, 
Montemorelos

From “Cerrito”, unknown which 
one as there is two, but 
consistency is found in all records 
and these would be small villages 
with a low populations.

David Rumsey 
Historical Map 
Collection; 1883
Nuevo Leon



Francisca Martinez & Gabriel Luna’s Marriage Presentation/Registration with the government on 14 Jan 1872; Francisca 
Martinez’s parents are listed as Teodocio Martinez and Maria Silveria Lopez. Gabriel Luna’s parents and info stay consistent 
(his father, Nieves Luna had already passed away). Maria Silveria’s name is corrected to “Losano” on the actual marriage 
certificate, her father’s last name; or perhaps “Lopez” is an alternate name. On her grandson’s baptismal record from the 
previous page, Nieves Luna, Silveria was going by her maiden name of “Gonzalez” at that time; the maiden name explanation 
is substantiated later on page 22 & 44.



Gabriel Luna & Francisca 
Martinez - February 9th, 
1872 at the actual 
marriage ceremony. 
Francisca Martinez’s 
parents are listed as 
Teodocio Martinez and 
Silveria Losano (now 
corrected). Gabriel Luna’s 
parents were J. Nieves 
Luna and Juana 
Mancillas. All details 
remain consistent in 
terms of timing, location, 
relationships, etc. It 
states that they had 
previously gone for the 
presentation/registration 
on the January 14th, 24th, 
and 28th This proves that 
it was them at the 
presentation, not 
duplicate people.***Precise village they are from*** match page 12, 16 & 29

Gabriel’s father, 
Nieves Luna, had 
already passed 
away, matching 
the previous 
record.



Matrimonios 1862,1868-1875

• https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/3:1:33SQ-G5TZ-GZT?cc=1916238&cat=216649

• Page 52, 153, 161, 240, 320, 380, 420, 436, 501, 507, 550, 557, 592

• I reviewed the marriage registration records for the above years, checking the indexes. 
Gabriel Luna and Francisca Martinez’s marriage is indexed on page 420. Due to the fact that 
their child, Soledad Luna (later shown), was a legitimate daughter in 1873, they needed to 
get married before that to make it possible; however, no other marriage record exists of 
another Gabriel Luna, P: Nieves Luna & Juana Mancillas – Francisca Martinez, P: Silveria 
Losano or Gonzalez to support the notion that I am confusing records with duplicate people 
in this line.

https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/3:1:33SQ-G5TZ-GZT?cc=1916238&cat=216649


Información matrimonial 1871-1873 by the Church/Matrimonios 1860-
1880 (2 Books referenced)

• The church’s matrimonial information book holds info. on Gabriel Luna and Francisca Martinez from pages 256-259. Her mom is listed 
as Silveria Losano, matching the church’s marriage ceremony; Gabriel’s father is listed as having passed away, matching all other 
records. Additionally, I scanned pages 245-271 which encompassed January 1st, 1872 to March 15th, 1872 for a duplicate set of people 
to match Francisca Martinez’s mother, “Silveria Lopes” from the civil marriage registrations around the same dates or “Silveria 
Gonzalez” from the children’s baptismal/birth records. No such duplicate found.  The matrimonial info was taken the 13th of January 
1872, a day before the civil registration.

• https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/3:1:9Q97-YSGC-MTN?i=255&cc=1473204&cat=96075 = Matrimonial Information Book

• I also conducted a search through the church’s marriage ceremonies book from pages 224-348, encompassing the times October 2nd, 
1869 - April 1875, and found no duplicates. The marriage ceremony from slide 11 is on page 278 in this book. Silveria simply went by 
Lopes, Lozano, and Gonzalez. It’s very clearly the same mother.

• https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/3:1:9Q97-YSG9-VPG?i=277&cc=1473204&cat=96075 = Church Ceremonies Book

Page 259 from the 
Matrimonial 
Information Book

***Precise village 
they are from***

https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/3:1:9Q97-YSGC-MTN?i=255&cc=1473204&cat=96075
https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/3:1:9Q97-YSG9-VPG?i=277&cc=1473204&cat=96075


Francisca Martinez died on 10 Jan 1908. Her parents are listed as Teodocio Martinez and 
Silveria Lopez. The husband is listed as Gabriel Luna. It is clearly the same Francisca Martinez 
as in slide 11 & 12 in the same church and place – San Mateo, Montemorelos. The mother’s 
name was not corrected to Losano in the later years.



Pedigree view for Francisca Martinez, my 4th great grandmother & her children

The 5 circled children of 
Francisca Martinez are 
referenced going 
forward for this proof 
argument; Nieves Luna 
was already referenced 
from the outset.



It has been established “Lopez” is a misnomer for “Losano” based off 
the previous marriage process records or at the very least, an alternate 
name. This is Silveria Gonzalez’s granddaughter, Elodia Luna, a sibling to 
Nieves Luna, my 3rd great grandfather. Here Silveria is again listed by 
the misnomer/alternate “Lopez” on 26 May 1880.

*** Precise village 
they are from ***



This is a sibling to my 3rd great grandfather, Jose Nieves Luna, named Soledad Luna. 
She was born on 15 August 1873. Her parents were Gabriel Luna and Francisca 
Martinez. Paternal grandparents were Juana Mancillas and Nieves Luna (passed 
away). Maternal grandparents were Teodocio Martinez and Silveria Gonzalez.

Very likely 
municipali
ty they fall 
under



This is Soledad’s Luna’s baptism of 6 September 1874. Her parents were Gabriel Luna and Francisca 
Martinez. Her paternal grandparents were J. Nieves Luna and Juana Mancillas. Her maternal 
grandparents were Teodocio Martinez and Silveria Lopes. This evidence serves as a definite bridge to 
erase any doubts. Silveria went by three names: Losano, Lopez, and Gonzalez. They’re tied together.



This is for another sibling to Jose Nieves Luna, my 3rd great grandfather, who is named Jose Alfredo. His parents 
are Gabriel Luna and Francisca Martinez. His paternal grandparents are Nieves Luna and Juana Mancilla. 
Maternal grandparents are Teodoro Martinez and Silveria Gonzalez. What is noteworthy is that a padrino of his 
is named Paulino Gomes/Games. Gomes is the maternal last name of his maternal grandfather, Teodoro 
Martinez. This is additional supporting evidence that Silveria Gonzalez is indeed Silveria Losano. This is all in 
San Mateo, Montemorelos, Nuevo Leon at the same church.

***Village they were 
from***



1. This is for another sibling to Jose Nieves Luna, my 3rd great grandfather, who is named Justo Luna. His parents are 
Gabriel Luna and Francisca Martinez. His paternal grandparents are Nieves Luna (passed away) and Juana Mancilla. 
Maternal grandparents are Teodoro Martinez and Silveria Gonzalez. What is noteworthy is that a padrino of his is named 
Felipe Martinez, which would make that his uncle (sibling to Francisca Martinez).

2. Felipe Martinez’s baptismal 
record is on page 22, listing his 
parents as Silveria Lozano and 
Teodoro Martinez. This is 
additional supporting evidence 
that Silveria Gonzalez is indeed 
Silveria Losano. This is all in 
Montemorelos, Nuevo Leon at 
the same church.

Very likely 
municipalit
y they fall 
under



This is the baptismal record for Felipe Martinez, my 4th great uncle, who was 
baptized on 24 May 1829. This would be the uncle for Justo Luna where 
Felipe was listed as padrino on page 21. Felipe Martinez’s parents were 
Teodoro Martinez and Silveria Losano. His maternal grandparents were 
Felipe Losano and Cresencia Gonzalez (maiden name source for “Silveria 
Gonzalez”). Paternal grandparents are Benito (alternate name or priest 
mistake) Martinez and Juana Games; 6 out of 8 siblings have “Bacilio” as the 
first name for the paternal grandfather (Margarito Martinez’s baptism not 
found). Ref. other siblings' baptisms.

Very likely municipality 
they fall under.



4th Great Grandmother - Maria Francisca Martinez was born in 17 
Dec 1842 in San Mateo, Montemorelos, Nuevo Leon.

Maria Francisa Martinez’s parents were Teodocio Martinez and 
Maria Silveria Losano. Her maternal grandparents were Felipe 
Losano and Maria Cresencia Gonzalez (this maiden name makes 
sense as to why Maria Silveria Losana was listed as Maria Silveria 
Gonzalez in her grandchild’s baptismal record, Nieves Luna). 
Francisca’s paternal grandparents were Bacilio Martinez and Maria 
Juana Games.



Silveria Losano and 
Teodocio Martinez 
were married on 19 
April 1828. Maria 
Silveria Losano’s
parents were Felipe 
Losano and Cresencia
Gonzalez. Teodocio 
Martinez’s parents 
were Bacilio Martinez 
and Juana Games. 
They were both 
married San Mateo, 
Montemorelos.



Sibling to Maria Silveria Losano Gonzalez. Her brother, Estanislao Losano, is listed as Losano in his 
death record of 4 July 1875 in San Mateo, Montemorelos. They largely stopped going by the 
maiden name “Gonzalez” in adult life, though in Silveria’s case, she went by her maiden name on 
her grandchild’s record. This record is solely to provide more supporting evidence and context.



Felipe Losano and Maria Cresencia Gonzalez were married 
on 25 September 1815 in San Mateo, Montemorelos. 
Maria Cresencia Gonzalez’s parents were Miguel Gonzalez 
and Maria Simona Suares. The parents of Felipe Losano
were Jose Antonio Losano and Maria Rosalia Martines.



Maria Simona Suares and Jose 
Miguel Gonzalez were married in 
12 Feb 1797 in San Mateo, 
Montemorelos. Miguel Gonzalez’s 
parents were Felis Gonzalez and 
Juana Balbria Gutierres. Maria 
Simona Suares’s parents were 
Juan Esteban Suares and Maria 
Romana Conde. Maria Simona 
Suares was a Native American 
originating from the valley and 
from the Mission of Conception.



Jose Victoriano Suares (7th great uncle) was married to Maria Sienna Cierra on 09 September 
1803 in San Mateo, Montemorelos. Jose Victoriano’s parents were Juan Esteban Suares and 
Maria Ramona Conde. Jose Victoriano Suares was a TLAXCALTECA NATIVE AMERICAN 
originating from the valley and the Mission of Conception. Thus, my grandmother, Maria 
Simona Suares, would be Tlaxcalteca as well; however, the priest did not write this on her 
record for an unknown reason.



This is the baptismal record for the daughter of a family 
member, Maria Luisa Conde, listing Jose Victoriano and 
Maria Simona Suares as padrinos. The exact familial 
relationship between the aforementioned siblings and 
Luisa Conde is unknown; however, this record is 
significant as it cements beyond doubt Jose Victoriano
and Simona Suares are siblings. This is supporting 
evidence. San Mateo, Montemorelos 30 June 1800.



This is the baptismal record for a daughter of Jose 
Victoriano Suares on 3 June 1811 in San Mateo, 
Montemorelos. The noteworthy part of this record 
is that it lists the daughter’s paternal grandparents 
(my 8th great grandparents) as Tlaxcalans as well. 
This confirms the tribe for Ramona Conde and Juan 
Esteban Suares beyond doubt.


